


Containers reduce environment drift.  
Container orchestrators provide availability, 

simplify deployment and maximize 
infrastructure utilization.



“By 2022, more than 75% of global organizations will be 

running containerized applications in production”

– Gartner

Kubernetes is the leading container orchestrator.
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Why use Containers?

Containers enable you to build modern applications or package 

existing applications to increased portability and reduce 

environment drift. Container orchestrators allow you distribute 

your containers intelligently across your infrastructure, either in 

the cloud or on-premises. Furthermore, container orchestrators 

simplify deployment processes, ensure high availability, provide 

scaling capabilities, and may abstract capabilities from your 

application. This reduced overhead lets developers reclaim time 

and energy that can be spent on developing great products 

which scale and are reliable.

Maximize Compute Infrastructure

Container orchestrators intelligently schedule 

containers on machines to maximize the 

utilization of the host.

Flexible Scaling

Your application can be scaled automatically 

or by adjusting its capacity through toggling 

the units of consumption (e.g. throughput, 

memory) rather than units of individual 

servers.

Automated High Availability

Container orchestrators provide high 

availability.  You don't need to architect for 

these capabilities, if a node or host dies, your 

containers will automatically be rescheduled.

Lower Risk Deployments

Not only do containers ensure that your code 

will work the same way in every environment, 

but container orchestrators allow for rolling 

deployments.

CONTAINER OVERVIEW
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01 Pod

A group of one or more tightly coupled application 

containers that you scale and schedule together.   

03 Service & Ingress
Services expose your pods or deployments as an 

addressable service. Ingresses allow you to access 

your services outside your Kubernetes cluster

02 Deployment
Defines the number of particular pods to live in the 

cluster.  Provides self-healing and high availability
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04 Namespace
Allows you to logically partition your Kubernetes 

cluster


